JEWISH CEMETERY OF HARBURG (BAVARIA)

GRAVELIST

central burial ground since 1671 for Jewish families of Harburg, Ederheim and Moenchsdeggingen
(Moenchsdeggingen had a cemetery of its own 1833-1880, Ederheim never had one)

researched and compiled by Rolf Hofmann, in cooperation with Mario (Meir) Jacoby + Ruth Litai-Jacoby
(as sources are not always 100% reliable, errors might be inevitable despite careful research efforts)

additional help was provided by Dr Joachim Hahn

This documentation started in 1992, when Mario Jacoby cleaned all of Harburg's Jewish grave monuments and took fotos with the help of Rolf Hofmann. This extensive project was the first of its kind in the Swabian part of Bavaria, and so was the privately organized and unsponsored publication of 50 of the 269 grave monuments, completed with the transcription of Hebrew grave inscriptions and their German translation. In 2007 this documentation and its publication is still unique and outstanding for the Swabian part of Bavaria.

This cemetery was used as a burial ground for 267 years (1671-1938), and therefore it's strange that only 269 grave monuments have survived, practically none of those which were placed before 1800. After 1800 the number of deceased of the Jewish communities in Harburg, Moenchsdeggingen and Ederheim was approximately 1100 (including children, who rarely got markers before 1850). The number of those who died before 1800 was at least another 600 (including children). So altogether there should be more than 500 grave monuments of adult persons. The discrepancy between the actual amount of headstones and the number that should be there leads to the speculation, that quite a few grave markers were taken away by vandals during the course of history. This fact goes for soldiers before 1800 who burned at campfires all of the wooden markers which then were common instead of headstones. But this goes also for vandalism during the 1930s and towards the end of World War II, when Hitler minded youngsters overthrew headstones and also took away a reasonable amount of them. Ernst Ruff, a local historian, took pictures in these days, showing the woeful situation of this cemetery with its knocked over headstones. But despite its lacking wooden grave markers and headstones this cemetery with its trees and peaceful atmosphere in visual range of medieval Harburg castle still is a good place to worship the memory of the Jewish families who had once populated this part of the historic County of Oettingen with its Counts and Princes, who not only took taxes from their Jewish subjects but also supported them in organizing their social needs in harmony.

FOR FAMILY NAME INDEX SEE END OF GRAVELIST

(most family names were only adopted in 1813)

VERSION 01 (June 2007)

001 NANNI HILLER of Harburg (17 Aug 1837 – 17 Feb 1864) born as Nannette, unmarried daughter of Abraham Hiller (1794 – 1876) + wife Hendle (1790 – 1870)

002 VOGEL of Harburg, she was married and may have died around 1714?

003 KEILE (or CHAJA) BAER of Harburg (ca 1781 – 21 Feb 1857) , widow of Berl Baer = cattle dealer Oser Lazarus Baer in Moenchsroth (ca 1777 – 22 Oct 1826), Keile Baer had moved to Harburg in 1831

004 BERTHA HILLER of Harburg (17 Mar 1826 – 1 Dec 1882) daughter of hazzan Hirz Sternberger in Moenchsdeggingen + wife Jidel, wife of Hermann Hiller (1820 - 1892) grave 220

005 JAKOB NEBEL of Harburg (19 Mar 1811 – 30 Oct 1879), hairdresser, later glass and porcelain ware trader, son of Seligmann Nebel, husband of Babette nee Hiller from Harburg (4 Aug 1816 – 11 May 1893)

006 MIRJAM WEILER of Ederheim (ca 1785 - 23 Dec 1837), first wife of Jakob Weiler (who married again on 26 Feb 1838 Breindel Weilheimer from Moenchsdeggingen) see grave 012 - Jakob Weiler was head of Jewish community in Ederheim
007 RECHELE (or REGINA) BALL (born 4 Jan 1820 Harburg, died 26 Jul 1907 in Lauchheim between Noerdlingen and Aalen), unmarried daughter of Seligmann Isac Ball + wife Guetel nee Springer (graves 021 + 097)

008 GUTEL WEINBACH of Harburg (4 Dec 1814 – 3 Aug 1832), unmarried daughter of Isac David Weinbach (1783-1864) and his wife Gale (1782 – 1853), sister of hazzan and teacher Loew Michael Weinbach in Harburg

009 REBEKKA MURR of Moenchsdeggingen (ca 1765 - 15 May 1830), born in Hainsfarth, wife of teacher Jonas Lazarus Murr (ca 1753 – 15 Mar 1817), who died in Moenchsdeggingen

Jonas Lazarus Murr's father Lazarus Jonas Levi originally came from Wassertruedingen to Harburg in 1741 and died in 1790. So his son Jonas Lazarus Levi was born in Harburg, but settled in nearby Moenchsdeggingen in 1781. Family name "Murr" was only adopted in 1813.

010 SIMON JOSEPH GUGGENHEIMER of Harburg (ca 1780 – 12 Jun 1858), son of Joseph Suesskind Guggenheimer senior + wife Kindel, husband of Sara nee Guggenheimer (ca 1783 – 23 Mar 1861) grave 179

011 (URIAS LOEB) GULDMANN of Harburg, headstone was renewed by grandchildren Arthur Guldmann and Gretchen Ranle Metzger nee Guldmann in Nuernberg - headstone placed upside down, upper part underground

this headstone obviously refers to same person as headstone 073 = Urias Loeb Guldmann - 073 being the original monument and 011 being the renewed monument


013 HAYUM JAKOB KNOLL of Harburg (2 Feb 1773 – 4 Feb 1839), son of Jakob Sekel + Chaye Knoll in Harburg), husband of Babette nee Minder (10 Oct 1781 - 1 Dec 1860) grave 184 - family names "Knoll" + "Minder" were only adopted around 1813

014 NN – only parts of inscription available, name is missing

015 BABBETTE GUGGENHEIMER of Harburg (ca 1803 - 23 Nov 1889), daughter of Josef Samuel Guggenheimer + wife Jette nee Vogel (grave 042) - Babette's brother Hirsch Guggenheimer (1800 - 1889) was married to Carolina nee Leiter from Buttenwiesen, who died elsewhere after 1889

016 JOSEF GOLDSCHMIDT of Harburg (ca 1758 – 3 Mar 1839), real estate trader in Harburg, son of Samuel Gabriel Goldschmidt (1758 – 1839) + wife Gele nee Wassermann (1768 - 1844), husband of Guetel from Guenzburg (ca 1757 – 8 Oct 1831) - Josef Goldschmidt's wife Gele was a daughter of Court Jew Elkan Wassermann in Harburg

017 LOEW LAEMLE GULDMANN of Harburg (Sep 1747 – 26 Apr 1832) widower of Mirjam (ca 1750 - 29 Apr 1822) - his grandfather Abraham Loew had died in Monheim before the year 1741, when all Jewish families were expelled from this small village north-east of Harburg. Loew Laemle's father Laemle Alexander then was adopted by his uncle Alexander Loew, who was allowed to settle in Harburg, as he was a wealthy merchant.

018 NN – no inscription available

019 NN – no inscription available

020 NN – no inscription available

021 SELIGMANN ISAAC BALL of Harburg (1 Nov 1773 – 22 Jul 1832), son of Isak Gumprech Ball + wife Hanna, husband of Guetel nee Springer (5 Oct 1786 – 13 Sep 1869) grave 097

022 NN – no inscription available

023 NN – no inscription available
REGINA WASSERMANN of Harburg (7 Aug 1818 - 10 Oct 1836), unmarried daughter of Israel Elkan Wassermann (1789 – 1834) + wife Fanny nee Weinschenk (1793 - 1863), granddaughter of Court Jew (Salt Factor) Elkan Wassermann in Harburg

Regina's mother Fanny nee Weinschenk was born and died in Fuerth (buried at grave c 394 in Fuerth)

SOPHIE HECHINGER of Harburg (26 Mar 1814 – 16 Dec 1838), daughter of Maier Kohn in Markt Erlbach, first wife of Nathan Hechinger (1816 - 1855) grave 214 = grandson of Court Jew Jakob Lippmann Hechinger in Harburg

ESTHER GEGGEL of Moenchsdeggingen (ca 1776 - 22 Apr 1810), first wife of cattle broker Abraham Noa Geggel (ca 1776 – 8 Oct 1854), who died as a widower (his second wife was Bluemle (ca 1784 – 29 May 1846)

SARA LANDAUER of Harburg (ca 1789 – 16 Aug 1832), daughter of Joseph + Guetel Goldschmidt, first wife of Raphael Landauer (grave 085), who was born in Huerben and settled in Harburg around 1814, his second wife Henriette (3 Jul 1810 - 15 Oct 1861) was a daughter of Court Jew Samson Schwab + wife Mina in Oettingen

MIRIAM ROSENBERGER of Ederheim (ca 1792 - 23 Mar 1864), wife of Abraham Rosenberger (ca 1777 – 3 Oct 1842) = grave 148

BREINLE (NEBEL) (a woman who died 6 Mar 1893 ?) must be Breindel = Babette Nebel nee Hiller (24 Aug 1816 - 11 May 1893), wife of hairdresser Jacob Nebel (1811-1879)

MENACHEM MENDEL of Ederheim ? (died 25 Feb 1810)

REGINA WASSERMANN of Harburg (died 8 Nov 1799), daughter of Meir, second wife of Court Jew (Salt Factor) Elkan Wassermann in Harburg (see grave 039)

KINDEL WASSERMANN of Harburg (died 6 Nov 1812), daughter of teacher Anschel Neuburger in Ichenhausen, wife of Maier Elkan Wassermann = son of Salt Factor Elkan Wassermann

REIZ STEIN of Harburg (ca 1781 – 31 Jul 1847), wife of Isaak Simon Stein (ca 1774 - 7 Sep 1835)

JETTE GUGGENHEIMER of Harburg (ca 1773 – 30 Apr 1843), nee Vogel, wife of peddler Joseph Samuel Guggenheimer (1758 – 1831), great-grandmother of architect Professor Ernst Guggenheimer who rebuilt the Synagogue of Stuttgart after World War II, which was demolished by Nazis in 1938.

MIRJAM NEUSTAETTER (ca 1774 - 18 Nov 1801), wife of Mendel Aron Neustaetter in Munich, daughter of Court Jew (Salt Factor) Elkan Wassermann in Harburg (grave 039) + second wife Rachel/Regina (grave 035)

ZIPORA STERNBERGER (nee Neuburger) of Moenchsdeggingen (ca 1785 - 8 Jun 1820), first wife of hazzan Hirz Sternberger (1783 – 16 Aug 1861) in Moenchsdeggingen - she was a daughter of Moses + Gitel Neuberger in Moenchsdeggingen, and she was a sister of Hirz Sternberger's second wife Jitell nee Neuberger
045 **RANLE SARA HOECHSTAEDETER** of Moenchsdeggingen (ca 1783 – 1 Apr 1821), daughter of Hirsch + Juedel? Oberdorfer in Hainsfarth, first wife of Jakob Hirsch Hoechstaedter (ca 1777 – 8 May 1862)

046 **SAMUEL ULRICH** of Harburg (ca 1786 – 9 Aug 1862), unmarried son of Urias Isaak Ulrich (1756 - 1847, see grave 047) + first wife Teuchel nee Amerbacher (died 1794)

047 **URIAS ISAAK ULRICH** of Harburg (ca 1756 – 23 Aug 1847), son of Isaiah Marx Ulrich, father of Marx Ulrich (grave 063) + Samuel Ulrich (grave 046), family name "Ulrich" was only adopted in 1813

Urias Isaak Ulrich was married twice = (1) Teuchel nee Amerbacher from Fürth (died 1794) and (2) Guetel (1753 - 1814) widow of Jakob Suesskind Guggenheimer

048 inscription illegible

049 **HINLA EPSTEIN** of Harburg (30 Jun 1816 – 13 May 1839), unmarried daughter of Bendit Epstein (grave 058) + first wife Sara

050 **BENJAMIN BERLINER** of Harburg (15 May 1784 – 2 Aug 1838), son of Moses Wolf + Sara Fräenkel from Roth in Franconia, teacher + hazzan in Harburg, husband of Kindel nee Ball from Harburg (ca 1788 – 5 Mar 1849)

Benjamin Berliner was the father of Fanni Berliner (grave = 245), who married teacher and hazzan Loew Michael Weinbach in Harburg, who started his career as a teacher by assisting Benjamin Berliner.

051 NN – no inscription available

052 **HENDELE LAUPHEIMER** (ca 1730 – 21 Jan 1830), daughter of Seligmann in Harburg, widow of Isaac David Laupheimer (grave 059), mother-in-law of Court Jew Jakob Lippmann Hechinger in Harburg (grave 053)

053 **JAKOB LIPPMANN HECHINGER** of Harburg (14 Feb 1758 – 21 Jun 1828), Court Jew in Harburg since 1803, son of Lippmann Jakob in Hechingen, husband of Rebeka nee Laupheimer (ca 1773 – 15 May 1853)

054 **DANIEL HECHINGER** of Harburg (ca 1795 – 15 Nov 1821), son of Court Jew Jakob Lippmann Hechinger in Harburg (grave 053) + wife Rebeka nee Laupheimer

055 **SIMON HAUSMANN** of Harburg (ca 1758 – 25 May 1824), father of Laemle Baer Hausmann (grave 213), husband of Liebel (grave 056)

056 **LIEBEL HAUSMANN** of Harburg (ca 1758 – 22 May 1834), wife of Simon Hausmann (ca 1758 - 1824) grave 055

057 **BLUM GUGGENHEIMER** of Harburg (ca 1778 – 17 Nov 1838), wife of Suesskind Joseph Guggenheimer (1769-1849) grave 181

058 **BENDIT EPSTEIN** of Harburg (ca 1785 – 26 Jul 1843), peddler, son of Rabbi Substitute Elias Epstein in Harburg, husband of first wife Sara (1783 - 1821), husband of second wife Huenle nee Waldmann (1793 - 1871, she died in Laupheim)

059 **ISAAK DAVID LAUPHEIMER** of Harburg (ca 1732 – 7 Jan 1820), son of David in Laupheim, husband of Hendele Laupheimer (grave 052), father-in-law of Court Jew Jakob Lippmann Hechinger of Harburg (grave 53) - Isak David of Laupheim settled in Harburg in 1753 and married Seligmann's daughter Hendele

060 NN – no inscription available

061 **LAEMLE**? (fragment, no more information available)

062 **WOLF STERN** of Harburg (ca 1786 – 26 May 1842), son of Moses Samuel Kuhn ("Kuhn" standing as slang for "Cohen"), husband of Tolz/Therese nee Weinschenk from Windsbach (ca 1796 – 23 Dec 1858), father of master glazier Seckel Loew Stern in Harburg (family names "Stern" + "Weinschenk" were only adopted in 1813)
063 **MARX ULRICH** of Harburg (9 Oct 1782 – 17 Dec 1839), peddler, son of Urias Isaac Ulrich (grave 047), husband of Kela nee Guggenheimer (grave 227), grandfather of Sigmund Ulrich (1853 – 1926) who was a cofounder of the banking business Flesch & Ulrich in Augsburg and became a right wing politician

064 **MAIER SIMON WEISSMANN** of Harburg (ca 1775 – 26 Apr 1837), son of Simon Kuhn (= Cohen), who adopted family name "Weissmann" in 1813, wife Koehle/Karoline nee Springer died 4 days later (grave 065)

065 **KOEHLE WEISSMANN** (ca 1780 – 30 Apr 1837), daughter of Jakob Springer (1743 - 1816) in Harburg + wife Lea nee Steinharter (1749 - 1834), wife of Maier SimonWeissmann (grave 064)

066 **JAKOB ROSENBERGER** of Ederheim (24 Feb 1820 - 13 Jan 1834), son of Abraham + Miriam Rosenberger (graves 148 + 032)

067 **EMANUEL BRAUNSCHWEIG** of Ederheim (ca 1760 – 20 Dec 1833), husband of Malka (ca 1770 – 15 Jun 1852) = grave 150, father of Minkele who married Ephraim Oettinger in Ederheim

068 **ABRAHAM EPHRAIM OETTINGER** of Ederheim (ca 1764 – 3 Jul 1834), son of Ephraim Halevi in Ederheim, husband of Madele (grave 069). Family name "Oettinger" was only adopted in 1813. For Abraham Oettinger's brother Elias Oettinger see grave 071

069 **MADELE OETTINGER** of Ederheim (ca 1765 – 14 Mar 1855), wife of Abraham Ephraim Oettinger (grave 068)

070 **LAEMLE WALDMANN** of Harburg (6 May 1784 – 31 Oct 1829), peddler, son of Wolf Isak + Pessle Waldmann. In 1815 he married Mindel, who as a widow married in 1846 Simon Herrmann in Oberdorf. After Simon Herrmann's death in 1861 she returned to Harburg, where she died in 1863 (see grave 124). Family name "Waldmann" was only adopted in 1813.

071 **ELIAS OETTINGER** of Ederheim (ca 1759 – 17 Dec 1834), son of Ephraim Oettinger, husband of Feigel (grave 132) - Elias Oettinger was a brother of Abraham Oettinger (grave 068)

072 NN – no inscription available

073 **URIAS LOEB GULDMANN** of Harburg (8 May 1783 – 27 Jul 1848), iron dealer, hazzan and mohel, son of Parnas Israel Israel Guldmann (surname "Guldmann" was only adopted in 1813), husband of Ranle nee Oberdorfer from Hainsfarth.

Urias Loeb Guldmann was the father of Salomon Guldmann, who in 1873 founded a wholesale iron trading business in Nuernberg

his grandchildren obviously placed a renewed grave monument = grave 011

074 **NN NEBEL** of Harburg (a female person with no further details available)

075 NN – no inscription available

076 **BABETTE HAUSMANN** of Harburg (15 Feb 1808 – 23 Apr 1840), daughter of Isac + Madel Roeder in Gunzenhausen, wife of shoemaker Isaak Loeb Hausmann (1810 - 1874) grave 225

Babette's father was born in Harburg and had moved to Gunzenhausen and established a trading business

077 **SARA** of Harburg, wife of Mendel (no further details available) probably **SARA HAUSMANN** nee Blumgart (ca 1785 - 1 Mar 1841), wife of cattle dealer Mendel Gabriel Hausmann (died after 1841, but not in Harburg) - Sara's father was the hazzan Loew Laemle Kuhn (family name "Blumgart" since 1813)

078 **DAVID WEINBACH** of Harburg (no further details available), must be David Weinbach (6 Oct 1833 – 19 Jun 1842), son of Gabriel Hirsch + Karoline Weinbach

079 **GALE WEINBACH** of Harburg (ca 1782 – 23 Apr 1853), daughter of Jakob Hirsch + Elka in Kleinerdlingen, wife of Isaak David Weinbach (1783 – 1864), mother of hazzan and teacher Loeb Michael Weinbach in Harburg
080 **JAKOB HIRSCH WEINBACH** of Harburg (5 Oct 1809 – 6 May 1845), locksmith, son of Isaak David + Gale Weinbach (grave 079), husband of Malka nee Kohn from Merzbach (daughter of Jakob Kohn)

081 NN – no inscription available

082 NN – no inscription available

083 NN – no inscription available

084 **BREINDEL BLUMGART** of Harburg (1802 – 27 Dec 1861), daughter of iron dealer Isaac Michael Kohn in Laupheim + wife Judith nee Goldmann, second wife of real estate trader and capitalist Isak Loew Blumgart (grave 92), family name "Blumgart" was only adopted in 1813

085 **RAFAEL LANDAUER** of Harburg (16 Sep 1794 – 27 May 1861), son of Abraham + Klara Landauer in Huerben, husband of first wife Sara nee Goldschmidt from Harburg (grave 031), husband of second wife Henriette Schwab (3 Jul 1810 Oettingen - 15 Oct 1861 Harburg), she was a daughter of Court Jew Samson Schwab in Oettingen + wife Mina

086 NN – no inscription available

087 **SOPHIE GUGGENHEIMER** of Harburg (5 Jan 1818 – 12 Dec 1862), daughter of Bernhard + Jachet Schwarz in Pfersee near Augsburg, wife of tailor Jakob Hirsch Guggenheimer (1811 - 1889), who married a second and third time and finally settled in Laupheim around 1866

088 **JEHUDA LOEB = LEOPOLD BINSWANGER** (born ca 1811 in Hechingen ?, died 17 May 1840 in Harburg), unmarried son of Menachem (Emanuel) Binswanger + wife Babette (who lived in Hechingen as a widow by her son's death)

089 **MENDEL BENDEL** of Harburg (ca 1780 – 4 Sep 1850), served as a soldier when young, unmarried son of Isaak Jakob Bendel (died 17 Jun 1799) + wife Guetel (ca 1748 - 22 Jun 1839) - his brother Jakob = grave 090

090 **JAKOB BENDEL** of Harburg (ca 1777 – 13 Jan 1851), unmarried son of Isaak Jakob Bendel (died 17 Jun 1799) + wife Guetel (ca 1748 - 22 Jun 1839) - Jakob's brother Mendel = grave 089

091 NN – no inscription available

092 **ISAAC LOEW BLUMGART** of Harburg (ca 1787 – 12 Mar 1873), real estate trader, capitalist, hazzan and mohel, son of hazzan Jehuda Katz Cohen 1755 – 1831 + wife Nenele 1753 – 1833 (family name "Blumgart" was only adopted in 1813), husband of first wife Diena nee Goldschmidt from Harburg (7 Sep 1790 – 7 Jul 1822), husband of second wife Breindel/Bertha nee Kohn from Laupheim (ca 1802 – 27 Dec 1861) grave 084

093 NN – no inscription available

094 NN – no inscription available

095 NN – no inscription available

096 **JACET GULDMANN** of Harburg (ca 1788 – 2 Jul 1870), probably daughter of Jakob Joseph + Lea Springer in Harburg (family name "Springer" was only adopted in 1813), wife of Anschel Alexander Guldmann (1 Jan 1777 – 30 Mar 1837)

097 **GIETEL BALL** of Harburg (5 Oct 1786 – 13 Sep 1869), daughter of Jakob Joseph + Lea Springer in Harburg, widow of peddler Seligmann Isaac Ball (1 Nov 1773 – 22 Jul 1832) grave 021

098 **BREINDEL WEISSMANN** of Harburg (ca 1803 – 19 May 1872), unmarried daughter of Maier Simon Weissmann (1775 - 1837, grave 064) + wife Karoline nee Springer (1780 - 1837)

099 **GABRIEL HIRSCH WEINBACH** of Harburg (3 Feb 1801 – 11 Jun 1860), son of David Loew Weinbach, husband of Kehla nee Hausmann (1803 - 1870) = grave 228
100  **TREINLE WEINBACH** of Harburg (ca 1787 – 16 Jul 1862), unmarried daughter of David Loew Weinbach

101  NN – no inscription available

102  **ABRAHAM MAI** of Harburg (ca 1774 – 3 Apr 1850), son of Meier Moses + wife Besle, father of Dr med Raphael Mai in Harburg (1806 - 1893), husband of Nuche (grave 103)

Abraham Mai’s father Meier Moses originally came from Buttenwiesen and settled in Harburg in 1756, where he got married to his wife Besle. Meier Moses died in 1785, his wife Besle died in 1797. Family name “Mai” only was adopted in 1813 by their son Abraham.

103  **NUCHE MAI** of Harburg (ca 1773 – 15 Jan 1849), wife of Abraham Mai (grave 102), mother of Dr med Raphael Mai (1806 - 1893), who studied medicine at the Wuerzburg University and became the first Jewish practitioner in Harburg

104  **HESSEL LOEB MINDER** of Harburg (ca 1758 – 13 Sep 1847), son of Meir, husband of Chaja Judele (ca 1758 – 26 May 1845), father of Babette Minder (grave 184) who married Hayum Jakob Knoll (grave 013)

105  **SALOMON HAUSMANN** of Harburg (11 Mar 1818 – 25 Sep 1856), son of Laemle Samuel Hausmann + wife Regina nee Steiner, husband (1) of Bertha nee Hummel from Buttenwiesen (1823 - 1855), husband (2) of Fanni nee Steiner from Steinhart (1833 - ?)


107  **SUSSKIND (or SUESSER) JAKOB GUGGENHEIMER** of Harburg (ca 1776 – 4 Jan 1861), son of Jakob Suesskind + Guetele Guggenheimer, husband of Kindel nee Hausmann (grave 106)

108  **MOSES HAUSMANN** of Harburg (16 Dec 1796 - 17 Mar 1864), unmarried son of Mayer Salomon Hausmann + wife Henele

109  **REGINA HAUSMANN** of Harburg (10 Apr 1794 – 16 Apr 1872), daughter of Salomon David Steiner in Steinhart + wife Treinle, wife of Laemle Samuel Hausmann (born 7 Oct 1791 in Harburg, died elsewhere)

110  NN – no inscription available

111  **EMANUEL BEROLZHEIMER** of Harburg (26 Nov 1810 – 4 Mar 1858), teacher in Harburg, illegitimate son of Regina Berolzheimer in Steinhart, husband of Nannet nee Weil (born 6 Dec 1822 Binswangen, died 14 Jul 1898 in Stuttgart) - her father Isac Weil = grave 112

Emanuel Berolzheimer's mother Regina Berolzheimer (1783-1846) got married in Steinhart in 1827 to the widower Mahrum Kleiner (1769 - 1832), both lived an died in Steinhart

112  **ISAC WEIL** of Binswangen (ca 1790 – 23 Jul 1864), father-in-law of Emanuel Berolzheimer (grave 111), his wife Roesle must have died before 1864 in Binswangen, and Isac Weil may have spent his last years in Harburg

113  **JOCHIEBET STERN** of Harburg (19 Sep 1807 – 3 Feb 1884), unmarried daughter of teacher Samson Stern (grave 189) + wife Gale nee Murr

114  **SUSSMANN NEBEL** of Harburg (ca 1805 – 5 Aug 1885), unmarried son of Seligmann Judel + Rebeka Nebel

115  **KLARA OETTINGER** nee Nebel of Ederheim ? (died 27 May 1886), wife of teacher Juda Oettinger in Ederheim (born ca 1801 in Ederheim as son of Salomon + Juitel Oettinger) - Klara was born in Harburg, birth date + parents are unknown, even her death place so far is unknown.

116  **SAMUEL HILLER** of Harburg (ca 1803 – 25 Feb 1887), unmarried son of Rabbi Substitute and teacher Isaak Loew Hiller + wife Nanet

117  **HANNA NEUBURGER** nee Roeder (born in Harburg, died 24 Aug 1892 where ?), wife of David Neuburger nothing else known so far
118 HENRIETTE RÖDER of Harburg (28 Dec 1828 – 2 Jun 1889), daughter of horse trader Isak Gerstle + wife Esther in Ichenhausen, wife of cloth dealer Isaak Roeder junior (14 Jun 1818 – 8 Aug 1885) in Harburg

119 KAROLINE ROEDER of Harburg (15 Jul 1799 – 8 Jul 1873), daughter of Lazarus + Perl Stein of Harburg, widow of Bernhard Roeder (22 Feb 1792 – 24 Feb 1843)

120 BERNHARD STEIN of Harburg (Juli 1798 – 15 Aug 1872), son of Lazarus Simon + Perl Stein, husband of Pepi nee Edelstein from Riedenburg in Lower Franconia (grave 139)

121 NN – no inscription available

122 NN – no inscription available

123 KAULA ROEDER of Harburg (13 Oct 1877 – 11 Aug 1864), daughter of Model + wife Judith in Gunzenhausen, wife of Isac Roeder senior (ca 1789 – 14 Feb 1865)

124 MINDEL HERRMANN (ca 1793 – 25 Dec 1863), widow of merchant Simon Herrmann in Oberdorf (4 May 1799 - 5 Nov 1861), her first husband was Laemle Waldmann in Harburg (1784 – 1829, see grave 70)

After Laemle Waldmann had died, Mindel married in 1846 Simon Herrmann and in 1861 returned to Harburg

125 BUNDEL of Harburg (no other information available)

126 LEA BENDEL of Harburg (ca 1793 – 28 Oct 1874), unmarried daughter of Isaak Jakob Bendel (died 17 Jun 1799) + wife Guetel (ca 1748 - 22 Jun 1839)

127 NN – no inscription available

128 NN – no inscription available

129 MIRIAM, wife of Loeb (no other information available)

130 NN – no inscription available

131 NN – no inscription available

132 FEIGEL OETTINGER of Ederheim (ca 1755 – 21 Jul 1847), daughter of Abraham Levi, widow of Elias Oettinger (ca 1759 - 1834) grave 071

133 NN – no inscription available

134 ABRAHAM SONNENBERGER of Ederheim (ca 1773 – 18 Oct 1850), son of Joseph Zwi Sonnenberger, husband of Feile (ca 1772 – 24 Jun 1848), father of master bookbinder Elias Sonnenberger in Ederheim

Abraham Sonnenberger's father Joseph Zwi Sonnenberger probably died before 1811, his mother may have been Fradel Sonnenberger who died as a widow on 7 May 1811 in Ederheim at age 75 ?

135 SALOMON ETTENHEIMER of Ederheim (ca 1767 – 26 Jan 1853), son of Moises Jakob + wife Rebeka, hazzan + Rabbi substitute + shofar player, husband of Pesla (born ca 1774)

136 MOSES STERNGLANZ of Ederheim (ca 1785 – 6 Aug 1853), unmarried son of David + Chaia Sternglanz

137 CHAIA STERNGLANZ of Ederheim (May 1837 - 27 Feb 1862), unmarried daughter of Seligmann Sternglanz + wife Nanette nee Berolzheimer

138 NN – no inscription available

139 PESSLLE (called PEPP) STEIN of Harburg (ca 1794 – 6 Mar 1883), daughter of Loeb + Mindle Edelstein in Riedenburg near Bad Brueckenaue in Lower Franconia , wife of Bernhard Stein (July 1798 - 15 Aug 1872) = grave 120
141 Samuel Stern of Harburg (2 Aug 1810 – 18 Jan 1893), pastry cook, son of Jakob Hess + Hinla Stern (grave 185), husband of Jette nee Sulzmann (born 15 Mar 1810 in Sulzbuerg)

142 Salomon Ball (18 Nov 1847 - 1 Sep 1910) son of tin molder Isac Ball + second wife Hinle (Lena) nee Weissmann - Salomon Ball was born in Harburg, but it's unknown where he died, as Harburg death records show no entry

143 NN – no inscription available

144 Sara Guldmann of Harburg (25 Feb 1852 – 5 Jan 1934), unmarried and illegitimate daughter of Vogel Guldmann (who was a daughter of Anschel + Jachet Guldmann) - Sara Guldmann was the last descendant of the Guldmann family living in Harburg. People still recall her as a friendly little person who was liked by everybody, especially the children along Egelsee Strasse, who got "Matzen" from her at Pessach.

145 NN – no inscription available

146 Bundel, wife of Simon (nothing else available)

147 Moses Binswanger of Ederheim (died 21 Jan 1840), butcher, unmarried son of master butcher Hirsch Binswanger + wife Hendel in Ederheim (Moses Binswanger probably was born around 1790)


149 NN – no inscription available

150 Malka (Braunschweig), wife of Menachem, probably widow of Emanuel Braunschweig (ca 1760 - 20 Dec 1833) in Ederheim (grave 067), Malka died 15 Jun 1852 at age 82

151 Sara Einstein of Ederheim (ca 1793 - 28 Jul 1852), daughter of Abraham Einstein + wife Hanna nee Bock, wife of Loew Einstein (born ca 1792), who probably emigrated to the USA after 1852?

152 Gitel Braunschweig of Ederheim (ca 1763 – 2 Aug 1853), widow of Hirsch Braunschweig (ca 1769 – 18 Jun 1819)

153 Moses Einstein of Ederheim (ca 1787 – 22 Jul 1856), widower of Jendel Einstein (1786 – 22 Nov 1848)

154 Hirsch Einstein of Ederheim (22 May 1812 – 7 Jul 1862), son of Moses + Jendel Einstein, husband of Roesle nee Gutmann from Heidenheim in Franconia (ca 1812 - 24 Mar 1870) = grave 171

155 Abraham Isaak Schweissheimer of Ederheim (born 19 Nov 1866 ?), son of Seew (= Wolf) Schweissheimer ? - only parts of inscription are legible

156 Abraham Einstein of Ederheim (1 Nov 1843 – 30 Apr 1864), only son of farmer Hirsch Simon Einstein (1812 - 1862) and his wife Roesle (1818 - 1870) see graves 154 + 171

157 Elias Neuburger of Ederheim (ca 1787 - 7 Dec 1865), calligrapher, unmarried son of teacher Model Baer Neuburger, who died 28 May 1828 in Ederheim at age 86 and who probably was married to Gitel Neuburger who died 15 Apr 1822 in Ederheim at age 60?

158 NN – no inscription available

159 NN – no inscription available

160 Feil Altmayer of Ederheim (ca 1753 – 16 Jan 1848), widow of master butcher Aron Altmayer (ca 1743 - 1819) - her son Meier Altmayer see grave 162
161 **KEILA ALTMAYER** of Ederheim (ca 1783 – 2 Apr 1855), wife of Moses Altmayer (ca 1776 – 28 May 1841) - daughter-in-law of Feil Altmayer (grave 160)

162 **MEIER ALTMAYER** of Ederheim (ca 1790 – 1848), son of Aron + Feil Altmayer (grave 160), husband of Siel nee Ritter from Buttenwiesen (born ca 1796)

163 **MENDEL BAER KITZINGER** of Ederheim (ca 1788 - 6 Apr 1854), son of Loew + Feigel Kitzinger, husband of first wife Ziper nee Heimann from Ichenhausen (ca 1797 – 23 Oct 1836), husband of second wife Sara nee Weil from Fischach (born ca 1810)

Of Mendel Baer Kitzinger + first wife Ziper three children are known so far = Gidel (Klara) Kitzinger (5 Feb 1827 Ederheim - 1 Feb 1896 Noerdlingen, unmarried) and her brothers Simon Kitzinger in Memmingen + Loeb Kitzinger in Ichenhausen.

164 **REBEKA KITZINGER** of Ederheim (ca 1792 - 23 Dec 1854), unmarried daughter of Loew Kitzinger (1759 - 9 Oct 1835) + wife Feigel (1758 - 7 May 1832) in Ederheim

165 **JUETTEL BALL** of Ederheim (5 Oct 1786 – 13 Sep 1869), daughter of Gietel Rothschild in Schopfloch, wife of Seligmann Ball (ca 1803 Harburg – 26 Jan 1889 Noerdlingen)

166 **CILI EINSTEIN** of Ederheim (6 Jan 1824 – 29 Dec 1863), daughter of Wolf Wacker in Schopfloch, first wife of Gabriel Einstein (8 May 1822 – 1 Mar 1907), who died in Noerdlingen

167 **BREINDEL STERNGLANZ** of Ederheim (ca 1789 - 4 Apr 1868), daughter of Lazarus + Hendel Isarbeck in Ederheim, wife of Abraham Sternglanz (ca 1788 – 23 Dec 1870, he died in Noerdlingen)

168 **NN** – no inscription available

169 **SILA ALTMAYER** of Ederheim (ca 1801 – 31 May 1868), nee Lipschuetz from Huerben, wife of master butcher Emanuel Altmayer (born 1794 – died after 1869 ?), daughter-in-law of Feil Altmayer (grave 160)

170 **LEA WALLSTEIN** of Ederheim (ca 1783 – 18 Dec 1869), wife of hazzan Salomon Wallstein (ca 1750 – 8 Dec 1838) in Ederheim

171 **ROESLE EINSTEIN** of Ederheim (1812 – 24 Mar 1870), daughter of Joel + Rechel Gutmann in Heidenheim/Franconia, wife of farmer Hirsch Simon Einstein (1812 - 1862) grave 154

172 **GUDEL EINSTEIN** of Ederheim (born ca 1796 – died after 1869 ?), must be Gudel nee Hoechstaedter, daughter of Salomon + Fradel Hoechstaedter in Muenchsdegglingen, wife of David Einstein (grave 173)

173 **DAVID EINSTEIN** of Ederheim (born ca 1795 – died after 1869 ?), son of Abraham Gabriel + Feile Einstein, husband of Gudel nee Hoechstaedter from Muenchsdegglingen (grave 172)

174 **NN** – no inscription available

175 **ADOLF WEIL** of Munich (4 Feb 1866 - 6 Feb 1919 ?) died as a traveller in Wemding near Harburg of a brain stroke after being hospitalized for one day (described in a newspaper announcement), son of Paulus Jakob Weil + wife Rosa nee Seliger – he was interred at the nearest Jewish cemetery = Harburg

176 **BABETTE GUGGENHEIMER** of Harburg (ca 1811 - 6 Sep 1875), daughter of Loew + Caroline Ulrich in Pappenheim, wife of Gerson Loeb Guggenheimer (grave 177)

177 **GERSON LOEB GUGGENHEIMER** of Harburg (17 Oct 1815 – 5 Jul 1874), farmer, son of Gabriel + Sara Guggenheimer, husband of Breindel/Babette nee Ulrich (grave 176)

178 **GABRIEL JOSEPH GUGGENHEIMER** of Harburg (ca 1775 – 30 Nov 1862), son of cattle dealer Joseph Suesskind Guggenheimer senior + wife Kindel, husband of Sara Oser from Wittelshofen (Franconia) = grave 180

179 **SARA GUGGENHEIMER** of Harburg (ca 1783 – 23 Mar 1861), daughter of Jakob Suesskind + Guetele Guggenheimer (!), widow of Simon Joseph Guggenheimer (1780 - 1858) grave 010
180 SERLE GUGGENHEIMER must be SARA GUGGENHEIMER (ca 1785 - 16 Jan 1856), daughter of Oser Gerson + wife Hanna in Wittelshofen (family name so far unknown), wife of Gabriel Joseph Guggenheimer (grave 178)

181 SUESSKIND (or SUESSER) JOSEPH GUGGENHEIMER of Harburg (ca 1769 – 17 Oct 1849), son of Joseph Suesskind + Kindel Guggenheimer, widower of Blum Guggenheimer (ca 1778 – 17 Nov 1838) grave 057

182 ISAAC GUGGENHEIMER of Harburg (13 Nov 1808 – 25 Sep 1849), a disabled and unmarried son of Suesskind Joseph + Blum Guggenheimer (see graves 181 + 057)

183 NATHAN JAKOB KNOLL of Harburg (ca 1774 – 24 Nov 1848), son of Jakob Seckel + Chaye Knoll (surname "Knoll" was adopted in 1813), husband of Feil (1781 Kleinerdlingen - 28 Jul 1857 Ederheim)

184 BABETTE KNOLL of Harburg (ca 1779 – 1 Dec 1860) daughter of Hess Loew (Meyer) Minder (grave 104) + wife Chaye (family name "Minder" was only adopted in 1813), widow of Hayum Jakob Knoll (1773 - 1839) = grave 013

185 HINLA STERN of Harburg (ca 1775 - 4 Mar 1861), wife of peddler Jakob Hess Stern (ca 1770 – 6 Nov 1850), surname "Stern" was only adopted in 1813

186 KLARA WEINBACH of Harburg (6 Aug 1835 – 30 Dec 1866), unmarried daughter of Gabrieli Hirsch + Kehle Weinbach (graves 099 + 228)

187 BUNLA GUGGENHEIMER of Harburg, daughter of Jacob Guggenheimer (!) from Altenstadt, widow of Suesskind Samuel Guggenheimer (ca 1771 – 7 Nov 1840), she died 23 Oct 1873 in Laupheim at the home of her son Jakob Hirsch Guggenheimer (1811-1889) - he was a three times married tailor and had moved from Harburg to Laupheim in 1866.

188 NN – no inscription available

189 SAMSON ISAAC STERN of Harburg (ca 1766 – 24 Feb 1848), teacher, son of Isak Kuhn = Stern (family name "Stern" was only adopted in 1813) - Samson Isaac Stern was born as Samson Isak Kuhn ("Kuhn" standing as slang for "Cohen"), around 1801 he had married Gela, daughter of Lazarus Levi in Harburg (Jan 1770 - 13 Oct 1834) - Lazarus Levi was the ancestor of the "Murr" family in Harburg

190 NN – no inscription available

191 NN – no inscription available

192 MEYER HIRSCH GOLDSCHMIDT of Harburg (ca 1774 – 22 Feb 1851), son of Gabriel Samuel Goldschmidt (1752 – 1815) - family name "Goldschmidt" was only adopted in 1813 - Meyer Hirsch was the husband of Gele Regensburger (ca 1768 – 17 Nov 1844), a daughter of Court Jew (Salt Factor) Elkan Wassermann, who also sometimes also called himself "Regensburger", as his father had spent most of his life in Regensburg

193 NN - inscription plate completely missing

194 NN – no inscription available

195 GELA SELZ of Harburg (ca 1762 – 2 Mar 1850), sister of Court Jew (Salt Factor) Elkan Wassermann in Harburg, wife of Abraham Jacob Selz (family name "Selz" was only adopted in 1813), mother of District Rabbi Elkan Selz (1808 – 1891) in Harburg

196 PERL SELZ of Harburg (ca 1802 – 26 Nov 1850), daughter of Jakob Hayum + Rifka Selz in Hainsfarth, wife of Joseph Loeb Selz (grave 197) - family name "Selz" was only adopted in 1813

197 JOSEPH LOEB SELZ of Harburg (ca 1796 – 2 May 1859), haulage contractor with horse drawn carriage, son of Abraham Jakob Selz (family name "Selz" was only adopted in 1813), brother of district Rabbi Elkan Selz in Harburg, husband of Perl Selz (grave 196)

198 NN – no inscription available
200 **KLARA NEBEL** of Harburg (14 Apr 1847 – 24 Jun 1864), unmarried daughter of Jakob + Breindel Nebel

201 **PERL HILLER** of Harburg (23 Sep 1827 – 25 Feb 1864), unmarried daughter of Abraham + Hendle Hiller

202 NN – no inscription available

203 **MARX GULDMANN** of Harburg (died 16 Oct 1881) this is only the basement of a grave monument, for headstone plus family history details see grave 235

204 NN – no inscription available

205 **CLAARA GULDMANN** of Harburg (8 Oct 1811 - 8 Jul 1860), daughter of Hirsch Rosenfeld in Dittenheim, wife of master butcher Hajum Hirsch Guldmann (grave 237), mother of Leopold Guldmann who in 1870 emigrated to the USA and later became a "merchant prince" in the Rocky Mountains and Denver (Colorado)

206 **MENDEL LOEW GULDMANN** of Harburg (ca 1778 - 17 Jan 1859), son of Loew Laemle + Mirjam Guldmann (family name “Guldmann” was only adopted in 1813), husband of Hendle (nee Ellinger ?)

207 NN – no inscription available

208 NN – no inscription available

209 **HENRIETTE MAYER** of Nuernberg (born 24 Mar 1832 in Harburg - died 1892 ? in Nuernberg) daughter of Lippmann + Sophie Hechinger in Harburg (graves 211 + 210), wife of Dr Elias Mayer in Nuernberg

210 **SOPHIE HECHINGER** of Harburg (7 Mar 1808 – died after 1870 in Nuernberg ?), daughter of Jacob + Chaja Maier in Wuerzburg + wife of Lippmann Hechinger (grave 211)

211 **LIPPMANN HECHINGER** of Harburg (29 Aug 1802 – 17 Apr 1870), son of Court Jew Jakob Lippmann Hechinger + wife Rebeka nee Laupheimer, husband of Sophie nee Mayer (grave 210)

212 **SAMUEL HECHINGER** of Harburg (in October 1791 – 1 Mar 1863), real estate trader, capitalist and negociator, son of Court Jew Jakob Lippmann Hechinger + wife Regina nee Laupheimer, husband of Regina (grave 215)

213 **LAEMLE BAER HAUSMANN** of Harburg (5 Jan 1794 – 19 Jan 1859), wealthy capitalist and real estate trader, son of Simon Isaak Weil + wife Liebel (family name "Hausmann" was only adopted in 1813), husband of Babette nee Hechinger (1794 - 1860) from Harburg - she was a daughter of Court Jew Jakob Lippmann Hechinger

214 **NATHAN HECHINGER** of Harburg (20 Oct 1816 – 27 May 1855), son of Samuel Hechinger (grave 212) + wife Regina (grave 215), husband of first wife Sophie nee Kohn (grave 026), husband of second wife Henriette nee Guggenheimer (born 13 Apr 1820 in Munich, drowned 3 Jan 1873 in Berlin)

215 **REGINA HECHINGER** of Harburg (1794 – 26 May 1854), step daughter of Abraham Thalheimer in Niederstetten near Rothenburg-ob-der-Tauber, wife of Samuel Hechinger (grave 212)

216 NN – no inscription available

217 NN – no inscription available

218 **BERNHARD STEIN** of Harburg (30 Sep 1804 – 11 Apr 1893), shop owner on market square, son of Isac Simon + Reitz Stein, husband of Jette nee Gerstle from Ichenhausen (grave 219)

219 **JETTE STEIN** of Harburg (1808 – 22 Dec 1882), daughter of Samuel Loew Gerstle in Ichenhausen, wife of Bernhard Stein (grave 218) – monument is missing, inscription on basement available
220 **HERMANN HILLER** of Harburg (20 Mar 1820 – 21 Apr 1892), son of Abraham Hiller + wife Hendle nee Stern, husband of Bertha nee Sternberger from Moenchsdeggingen (1826 - 1882) – grave 004

221 **NN** – no inscription available

222 **JITEL STERNBERGER** (ca May 1789 Moenchsdeggingen - 2 Aug 1882 Harburg) she was the second wife of Moenchsdeggingen's hazzan Hirz Loew Sternberger (3 Oct 1783 - 16 Aug 1861), who was interred at Moenchsdeggingen's Jewish cemetery.

Jitel Sternberger was a daughter of Moses + Gitel Neuburger in Moenchsdeggingen. Besides that she was a sister of Hirz Loew Sternberger's first wife Zipora nee Neuburger (ca 1785 - 8 Jun 1820) – see grave 044. Jitel Sternberger moved to relatives in Harburg after her husband had died. She was buried in Harburg as by 1880 all Jews had left Moenchsdeggingen and no burials took place any more at Moenchsdeggingen's Jewish cemetery. It may be interesting to learn why Hirz Sternberger's first wife was buried in Harburg too, as burials in Moenchsdeggingen only started in 1833.

223 **SARA NEBEL** of Harburg (6 Apr 1819 – 29 Jul 1880), daughter of Moses + Esther Diek of Kriegshaber, wife of Jodel Nebel (grave 224) – no inscription available (only name)

224 **JODEL NEBEL** of Harburg (in May 1797 – 12 Jun 1876), farmer and cattle dealer, son of Seligmann Judel + Rebeka Nebel, husband of Sara nee Diek (grave 223), grandfather of Julius, Siegfried and Friedrich Nebel, the last Jews living in Harburg before the holocaust - they left with their families for Palestine in 1935/36

225 **ISAK LOEB HAUSMANN** of Harburg (2 Jan 1810 – 25 Aug 1874), shoemaker, son of Gabriel Isak Hausmann + second wife Bela nee Guggenheimer (family name "Hausmann" was only adopted in 1813), husband of first wife Babette Roeder from Gunzenhausen (grave 76)

226 **BUNLE HAUSMANN** of Harburg (ca 1806 – 26 Apr 1874), unmarried daughter of Gabriel Isak Hausmann + second wife Bela nee Guggenheimer

227 **KEHLA ULRICH** of Harburg (25 Oct 1786 – 21 Sep 1871), daughter of Jakob Suesskind + Guetel Guggenheimer in Harburg, wife of Marx Ulrich (grave 063), most parts of inscription are destroyed

As Jakob Suesskind Guggenheimer had died in 1794, his widow Guetel married Urias Isaak (see grave 047, family name "Ulrich" was only adopted in 1813) = father of above mentioned Marx Ulrich!


229 **NN** – no inscription available

230 **NN** – no inscription available

231 **NN** – no inscription available

232 **NN** – no inscription available

233 **NN** – no inscription available

234 **HIRSCH STERN** of Harburg, who died 13 Nov 1860 at age 78, he was unmarried, essential upper parts of inscription are destroyed

235 **MARX GULDMANN** died in Bayreuth 16 Oct 1881, probably born in Harburg on 7 Jul 1812 as son of Urias Loeb + Ranle Guldman, husband of Theres nee Ulrich (1814 - 1839) - basement of headstone = grave 203

for grave of Urias Loeb Guldman see both gravesites 011 and 073

236 **SIMON GULDMANN** of Harburg (27 Jul 1812 – 25 Nov 1884), son of Mendel Loew + Hendle Guldmann, husband of Bertha nee Gerngross (9 Nov 1821 Treuchtlingen - 21 Jan 1895 Harburg), daughter of Laemle + Sara Gerngross
237 **Hajum Hirsch Guldmann** of Harburg (10 Jan 1804 – 13 Mar 1886), son of Mendel Loew + Hendle Guldmann, father of Leopold Guldmann who became a "merchant prince" in Denver, Colorado USA, husband of Chaja/Clara Rosenfeld from Dittenheim (1811 - 1860) grave 205

238 **Amalie Blumgart** of Harburg (19 Nov 1841 – 20 Apr 1869), daughter of Abraham Hirsch Thannhauser of Huerben, first wife of tailor Leopold Blumgart (5 Apr 1841 - 18 Apr 1875) in Harburg

Leopold Blumgart was a son of Isak Loew Blumgart + second wife Bertha nee Kohn from Laupheim. He first married in 1867 Amalie Thannhauser from Huerben. As a widower he married in 1869 his second wife Sophie nee Stern (born 20 Oct 1844 in Michelbach-an-der Luecke), who as a widow married in 1885 Isak Loewenberg from Fischach. Sophie Stern's parents were Moritz Stern + his wife Kehla nee Stein (born in Harburg).

239 NN – no inscription available

240 NN – no inscription available

241 NN – no inscription available

242 NN – no inscription available

243 **Beier Sternberger** of Harburg (4 Aug 1821 – 18 Oct 1889), she was born in Moenchesdeggingen, unmarried daughter of hazzan Hirz Sternberger of Moenchesdeggingen and his second wife Judith nee Neuburger (see grave 222)

244 **Loeb Michael Weinbach** of Harburg (5 Nov 1811 – 2 Jan 1898, died in Munich), hazzan and teacher for many years in Harburg, he was a son of Isac David + Gale Weinbach, his wife was Fanni nee Berliner (grave 245) – monument is missing, basement inscription available

Loeb Michael Weinbach started his teaching career as assistant teacher for his wives father Benjamin Berliner.

245 **Fanni Weinbach** of Harburg (12 Dec 1812 – 5 Feb 1888, died in Munich), daughter of teacher Benjamin Berliner + wife Kindel nee Ball in Harburg (grave 050), wife of hazzan and teacher Loeb Michael Weinbach (grave 244)

246 **Samuel Guldmann** of Harburg (15 Mar 1840 – 13 Oct 1909), master butcher, son of master butcher Hajum Hirsch Guldmann (grave 237) + wife Clara nee Rosenfeld (grave 205), husband of Amalie nee Neumark from Georgensgmuend (grave 247) – Samuel Guldmann was a brother of Leopold Guldmann, who in 1870 emigrated to the USA and later became a "merchant prince" in the Rocky Mountains - (inscription plate is missing, only basement inscription available)

247 **Amalie Guldmann** of Harburg (21 Sep 1836 – 30 Mar 1919, died in Moenchsroth), daughter of Meier + Esther Neumark in Georgensgmuend, wife of master butcher Samuel Guldmann (grave 246) – inscription plate is missing, only basement inscription available

Amalie Guldmann died at the home of her daughter Emma, who had married Simon Koch in Moenchsroth.

248 **Abraham Nebel** of Harburg (19 Apr 1861 – 30 Nov 1918), cattle dealer, son of Judel + Sara Nebel, husband of Mathilde nee Stein from Harburg (monument is missing, basement inscription available)

249 NN – no inscription available

250 **Moritz Nebel** of Harburg (24 Aug 1854 – 1 Dec 1914), cattle dealer, son of Judel + Sara Nebel, husband of Sophie Nebel nee Mendel from Aufhausen, father of cattle dealers Siegfried and Julius Nebel, who were wise enough to leave Harburg with their families for Palestine in 1935/36

251 **Sophie Nebel** of Harburg (4 May 1852 – 17 Jan 1936), daughter of Seligmann + Dina Mendel in Aufhausen, wife of cattle dealer Moritz Nebel (grave 250)

252 NN – no inscription available

253 **NN Altmayer**, child of Aron Altmayer in Ederheim (no further details available)
254 **SAMSON SCHWEISSHEIMER** of Ederheim (10 Feb 1857 – 8 Oct 1862 ), child of Wolf + Miriam Schweissheimer

255 **LOEB EINSTEIN** of Ederheim (15 Feb 1851 – 5 Nov 1853 ), child of Hirsch + Roesle Einstein

256 **NN EINSTEIN** (head stone fragment) a child

257 **SARA EINSTEIN** of Ederheim (8 Jan 1846 – 18 Dec 1850), child of Jakob + Sprinz Einstein

258 **FANNY EINSTEIN** of Ederheim (30 May 1842 - 23 Dec 1853), child of Hirsch + Roesle Einstein

259 **ARON ALTMAYER** of Ederheim, must be either Jetta Altmayer's child (died 27 Jun 1862) or Hanna Altmayer's child (died 7 Mar 1863), both were not married

260 **DAVID WEINBACH** of Harburg (6 Oct 1833 - 19 Jun 1842), child of Gabriel Hirsch + Caroline Weinbach

261 **ROSALIE WEINBACH** of Harburg (5 Mar 1846 - 12 Dec 1849), child of hazzan and teacher Loeb Michael Weinbach + wife Fanny

262 **PAULINE HAUSMANN** of Harburg (14 Sep 1853 – 8 Oct 1856), child of Salomon + Bertha Hausmann

263 **SIEGFRIED NEBEL** of Harburg (23 Oct 1850 – 13 Feb 1857), child of Jakob + Breindel Nebel

264 **BERNHARD ROEDER** of Harburg (3 Dec 1855 – 10 Jun 1857), child of Isac + Henriette Roeder

265 **LINA GUGGENHEIMER** of Harburg (5 Sep 1853 – 12 Apr 1858), child of Hirsch + Kehle Guggenheimer

266 **SIEGFRIED GUGGENHEIMER** of Harburg (28 Jan 1857 - 14 Nov 1861), son of Gerson Loeb + Babette Guggenheimer

a fragment of a displaced head stone:

400 **ISAC STEIN** of Harburg (9 Jun 1842 - 19 Nov 1858), son of Bernhard Stein + wife Jette nee Gerstle

no more existing headstones which "disappeared" towards the end of World War II photos were taken after WW II by the late Ernst Ruff (local historian of Harburg):

401 **MOSES GULDMANN** of Harburg (1 Mar 1818 - 21 Mar 1875, tanner, unmarried son of Urias Loeb Guldmann + wife Ranle nee Oberdorfer

402 **ALEXANDER GULDMANN** of Harburg (2 Jul 1820 - 6 Apr 1874), unmarried son of Urias Loeb Guldmann + wife Ranle nee Oberdorfer

**INDEX OF FAMILY NAMES**

three digit letters in brackets show the community to which the deceased had belonged

HAR = Harburg , EDE = Ederheim, DEG = Moenchesdeggingen, MOEN = Moenchsroth

ALTMAYER Aron (EDE) 259 son of Jetta or Hanna Altmayer ?

ALTMAYER Feil (EDE) 160 wife of Aron Altmayer

ALTMAYER Keila (EDE) 161 wife of Moses Altmayer

ALTMAYER Meier (EDE) 162 husband of Siel nee Ritter
ALTMAYER NN (EDE) 253 no details available (a child)
ALTMAYER Sila (EDE) 169 (nee Lipschuetz) wife of Emanuel Altmayer

BAER Chaja (MOEN) 003 wife of Oser Lazarus Baer

BALL Guetel (HAR) 097 (nee Springer) wife of Seligmann Isaak Ball (grave 021)
BALL Juettel (EDE) 165 (nee Rothschild) second wife of Seligmann Ball
BALL Regina (died in Lauchheim) 007 daughter of Seligmann Isaak + Guetel Ball
BALL Seligmann Isaak (HAR) 021 husband of Guetel nee Springer (grave 097)
BALL Salomon (HAR) 142 son of Isaak Ball + second wife Hinle

BENDEL Jakob (HAR) 090 son of Isaak Jakob + Guetel Bendel, brother of Mendel Bendel (grave 089)
BENDEL Lea (HAR) 126 daughter of Isaak Jakob + Guetel Bendel, sister of Jakob + Mendel (graves 089 + 090)
BENDEL Mendel (HAR) 089 son of Isaak Jakob + Guetel Bendel, brother of Jakob Bendel (grave 090)

BERLINER Benjamin (HAR) 050 husband of kindel nee Ball

BEROLZHEIMER Emanuel (HAR) 111 husband of Nannet nee Weil

BINSWANGER Leopold (EDE) 088 son of Emanuel + Babette Binswanger
BINSWANGER Moses (EDE) 147 son of Hirsch + Hendel Binswanger

BLUMGART Amalie (HAR) 238 (nee Thannhauser) first wife of Leopold Blumgart
BLUMGART Breindel (HAR) 084 (nee Kohn) second wife of Isak Loew Blumgart (grave 092)
BLUMGART Isak Loew (HAR) 092 husband of second wife Breindel nee Kohn (grave 084)

BRAUNSCHWEIG Emanuel (EDE) 067 husband of Malka (grave 150)
BRAUNSCHWEIG Gitel (EDE) 152 wife of Hirsch Braunshweig
BRAUNSCHWEIG Malka (EDE) 150 wife of Emanuel Braunshweig (grave 067)

BUNDEL = given name 146 (wife of Simon)

EINSTEIN Abraham (EDE) 156 son of Hirsch Simon + Roesle Einstein
EINSTEIN Cilli (EDE) 166 (nee Wacker) first wife of Gabriel Einstein
EINSTEIN David (EDE) 173 husband of Gudel nee Hoechstaedter (grave 172)
EINSTEIN Fanny (EDE) 258 daughter of Hirsch + Roesle Einstein
EINSTEIN Gudel (EDE) 172 (nee Hoechstaedter) wife of David Einstein (grave 173)
EINSTEIN Hirsch (EDE) 154 husband of Roesle nee Gutmann (grave 171)
EINSTEIN Loeb (EDE) 255 son of Hirsch + Roesle Einstein
EINSTEIN Moses (EDE) 153 husband of Jendel Einstein
EINSTEIN NN (EDE) 256 no details available (a child)
EINSTEIN Roesle (EDE) 171 (nee Gutmann) wife of Hirsch Einstein (grave 154)
EINSTEIN Sara (EDE) 151 (nee Bock) wife of Loew Einstein
EINSTEIN Sara (EDE) 257 child of Jakob + Sprinz Einstein

EPSTEIN Bendit (HAR) 058 husband of first wife Sara + husband of second wife Huenle nee Waldmann
EPSTEIN Hina (HAR) 049 daughter of Bendit Epstein (grave 058)

ETTENHEIMER Salomon (EDE) 135 husband of Pesla

GEGGEL Esther (DEG) 027 first wife of Abraham Noa Goeggel

GOLDSCHMIDT Josef (HAR) 016 husband of Guetel
GOLDSCHMIDT Meyer Hirsch (HAR) 192 husband of Gele nee Wassermann

GUGGENHEIMER Babette (HAR) 015 daughter of Joseph Samuel + Jette Guggenheimer
GUGGENHEIMER Babette (HAR) 176 (nee Ulrich) wife of Gerson Loeb Guggenheimer (grave 177)
GUGGENHEIMER Blum (HAR) 057 wife of Suesskind Joseph Guggenheimer (grave 181)
GUGGENHEIMER Bunle (HAR) 187 wife of Suesskind Samuel Guggenheimer
GUGGENHEIMER Gabriel Joseph (HAR) 178 husband of Sara nee Oser (grave 180 ?)
GUGGENHEIMER  Gerson Loeb (HAR) 177 husband of Babette nee Ulrich (grave 176)
GUGGENHEIMER  Isaak (HAR) 182 son of Suesskind Joseph + Blum Guggenheimer (graves 181 + 057)
GUGGENHEIMER  Jette (HAR) 042 (nee Vogel) wife of Joseph Samuel Guggenheimer
GUGGENHEIMER  Kindel (HAR) 106 (nee Hausmann) wife of Suesskind Jakob Guggenheimer (grave 107)
GUGGENHEIMER  Lina (HAR) 265 child of Hirsch + Kehla Guggenheimer
GUGGENHEIMER  Sara (HAR) 179 wife of Simon Joseph Guggenheimer (grave 010)
GUGGENHEIMER  Serle (HAR) 180 probably wife of Gabriel Joseph Guggenheimer ? (grave 178)
GUGGENHEIMER  Siegfried (HAR) 266 child of Gerson Loeb + Babette Guggenheimer
GUGGENHEIMER  Simon Joseph (HAR) 010 husband of Sara nee Guggenheimer (grave 179)
GUGGENHEIMER  Sophie (HAR) 087 (nee Schwarz) wife of Jakob Hirsch Guggenheimer
GUGGENHEIMER  Suesskind Jakob (HAR) 107 husband of Kindel nee Hausmann (grave 106)
GUGGENHEIMER  Suesskind Joseph (HAR) 181 husband of Blum Guggenheimer (grave 057)

GULDMANN  Alexander (HAR) 402 son of Urias Loeb + Ranle Guldmann
GULDMANN  Amalie (HAR) 247 (nee Neumark) wife of Samuel Guldmann (grave 246)
GULDMANN  Clara (HAR) 205 (nee Rosenfeld) wife of Hajum Hirsch Guldmann (grave 237)
GULDMANN  Hajum Hirsch (HAR) 237 husband of Clara nee Rosenfeld (grave 205)
GULDMANN  Jachet (HAR) 096 wife of Anschel Guldmann
GULDMANN  Loew (HAR) 017 husband of Mirjam Guldmann
GULDMANN  Marx (died in Bayreuth) 203 (basement - headstone see 235) husband of Theres nee Ulrich
GULDMANN  Marx (died in Bayreuth) 235 (headstone - basement see 203) husband of Theres nee Ulrich
GULDMANN  Mendel (HAR) 206 son of Loew Laemle + Mirjam Guldmann
GULDMANN  Moses (HAR) 401 son of Urias Loeb + Ranle Guldmann
GULDMANN  Samuel (HAR) 246 husband of Amalie nee Neumark (grave 247)
GULDMANN  Sara (HAR) 144 daughter of Vogel, who herself was a daughter of Anschel + Jachet Guldmann
GULDMANN  Simon (HAR) 236 husband of Bertha nee Gerngross
GULDMANN  Urias Loeb (HAR) 011 (same person as 073 ?) husband of Ranle nee Oberdorfer
GULDMANN  Urias Loeb (HAR) 073 (same person as 011 ?) husband of Ranle nee Oberdorfer

HAUSMANN  Babette (HAR) 076 (nee Roeder) wife of Isaak Loeb Hausmann (grave 225)
HAUSMANN  Bunle (HAR) 226 daughter of Gabriel Isak + Bela Hausmann
HAUSMANN  Isaak Loeb (HAR) 225 husband of Babette nee Roeder (grave 076)
HAUSMANN  Laemle Baer (HAR) 213 husband of Babette nee Hechinger
HAUSMANN  Liebel (HAR) 056 wife of Simon Hausmann (grave 055)
HAUSMANN  Moses (HAR) 108 son of Mayer + Henele Hausmann
HAUSMANN  Pauline (HAR) 262 child of Salomon + Bertha Hausmann
HAUSMANN  Regina (HAR) 109 (nee Steiner) wife of Laemle Samuel Hausmann
HAUSMANN  Salomon (HAR) 105 husband of (1) Bertha nee Hummel and (2) Fanni nee Steiner
HAUSMANN  Sara (HAR) 077 (nee Blumgart) wife of Mendel Hausmann
HAUSMANN  Simon (HAR) 055 husband of Liebel (grave 056)

HECHINGER  Daniel (HAR) 054 son of Court Jew Jakob Lippmann Hechinger (grave 053)
HECHINGER  Jakob Lippmann (HAR) 053 husband of Rebeka nee Laupheimer
HECHINGER  Lippmann (HAR) 211 husband of Sophie nee Maier (grave 210)
HECHINGER  Nathan (HAR) 214 husband of (1) Sophie nee Kohn and (2) Henriette nee Guggenheimer
HECHINGER  Regina (HAR) 215 wife of Samuel Hechinger (grave 212)
HECHINGER  Samuel (HAR) 212 husband of Regina (grave 215)
HECHINGER  Sophie (HAR) 210 (nee Maier) wife of Lippmann Hechinger (grave 211)
HECHINGER  Sophie (HAR) 026 (nee Kohn) first wife of Nathan Hechinger (grave 214)

HERRMANN  Mindel (HAR) 124 wife of (1) Laemle Waldmann and (2) Simon Herrmann

HILLER  Bertha (HAR) 004 (nee Sternberger) wife of Hermann Hiller (grave 220)
HILLER  Hermann (HAR) 220 husband of Bertha nee Sternberger (grave 004)
HILLER  Nanni (HAR) 001 daughter of Abraham + Hendle Hiller
HILLER  Perl (HAR) 201 daughter of Abraham + Hendle Hiller
HILLER  Samuel (HAR) 116 son of Isaak Loew + Nanet Hiller

HOECHSTAEDTER  Ranle Sara (DEG) 045 (nee Oberdorfer) first wife of Jakob Hirsch Hoechstaedter
KITZINGER Mendel Baer (EDE) 163 husband of (1) Ziper nee Heimann and (2) Sara nee Weil
KITZINGER Rebeka (EDE) 164 daughter of Loew + Feigel Kitzinger

KNOLL Babette (HAR) 184 (nee Minder) wife of Hayum Jakob Knoll (grave 013)
KNOLL Hayum Jakob (HAR) 013 husband of Babette nee Minder (grave 184)
KNOLL Nathan Jakob (HAR) 183 husband of Feil, brother of Hayum Jakob Knoll (grave 013)

LANDAUER Raphael (HAR) 085 husband of first wife Sara nee Goldschmidt (grave 031)
LANDAUER Sara (HAR) 031 (nee Goldschmidt) first wife of Raphael Landauer (grave 085)

LAUPHEIMER Hendele (HAR) 052 wife of Isaak David Laupheimer (grave 059)
LAUPHEIMER Isaak David 059 husband of Hendele (grave 052)

MAI Abraham (HAR) 102 husband of Nuche (grave 103)
MAI Nuche (HAR) 103 wife of Abraham Mai (grave 102)

MAYER Henriette (died in Nuernberg) 209 (nee Hechinger) wife of Dr Elias Meyer in Nuernberg

MENACHEM MENDEL = given name (EDE ?) 034

MINDER Hessel Loeb (HAR) 104 husband of Chaja Juede

MIRIAM = given name 129 (wife of Loeb)

MURR Rebekka (DEG) 009 wife of Jonas Murr

NEBEL Abraham (HAR) 248 husband of Mathilde nee Stein
NEBEL Babette (HAR) 033 (nee Hiller) wife of Jacob Nebel
NEBEL Jakob (HAR) 005 husband of Babette nee Hiller
NEBEL Jodel (HAR) 224 husband of Sara nee Diek (grave 223)
NEBEL Klara (HAR) 200 daughter of Jakob + Breindel Nebel
NEBEL Moritz (HAR) 250 husband of Sophie nee Mendel (grave 251)
NEBEL NN (HAR) 074 no details available
NEBEL Sara (HAR) 223 (nee Diek) wife of Jodel Nebel (grave 224)
NEBEL Siegfried (HAR) 263 child of Jakob + Breindel Nebel
NEBEL Sophie (HAR) 251 (nee Mendel) wife of Moritz Nebel (grave 250)
NEBEL Sussmann (HAR) 114 son of Seligmann Judel + Rebeka Nebel

NEUBURGER Elias (EDE) 157 son of Model Baer Neuburger + wife Gitel ?
NEUBURGER Hanna (died where ?) 117 (nee Roeder) wife of David Neuburger

NEUSTAETTER Mirjam (HAR) 043 (nee Wassermann) wife of Mendel Aron Neustaetter in Munich

OETTINGER Abraham Ephraim (EDE) 068 husband of Madele (grave 069)
OETTINGER Elias (EDE) 071 husband of Feigel (grave 132)
OETTINGER Feigel (EDE) 132 wife of Elias Oettinger (grave 071)
OETTINGER Klara (EDE) 115 (nee Nebel) wife of Juda Oettinger
OETTINGER Madele (EDE) 069 wife of Abraham Ephraim Oettinger (grave 068)

ROEDER Bernhard (HAR) 264 child of Isak + Henriette Roeder
ROEDER Henriette (HAR) 118 (nee Gerstle) wife of Isaak Roeder junior
ROEDER Karoline (HAR) 119 (nee Stein) wife of Bernhard Roeder
ROEDER Kaula (HAR) 123 wife of Isac Roeder senior

ROSENBERGER Abraham (EDE) 148 husband of Mirjam (grave 032)
ROSENBERGER Jakob (EDE) 066 son of Abraham + Miriam Rosenberger
ROSENBERGER Miriam (EDE) 032 wife of Abraham Rosenberger (grave 148)

SCHWEISSHEIMER Abraham Isaak (EDE) 155 son of Wolf Schweissheimer ?
SCHWEISSHEIMER Samson (EDE) 254 child of Wolf + Miriam Schweissheimer
SELZ  Gela  (HAR)  195  (nee Wassermann)  wife of Abraham Jakob Selz
SELZ  Joseph Loeb  (HAR)  197  husband of Perl nee Selz (grave 196)
SELZ  Perl  (HAR)  196  (nee Selz)  wife of Joseph Loeb Selz (grave 197)

SONNENBERGER  Abraham  (EDE)  134  husband of Feile
SONNENBERGER  Abraham  (EDE)  134  (nee Neuburger) second wife of Hazzan Hirz Sternberger

STEIN  Bernhard  (HAR)  120  husband of Pessle nee Edelstein (grave 139)
STEIN  Bernhard  (HAR)  218  husband of Jette nee Gerstle (grave 219)
STEIN  Isaac  (HAR)  400  son of Bernhard Stein + wife Jette
STEIN  Jette  (HAR)  219  (nee Gerstle)  wife of Bernhard Stein (grave 218)
STEIN  Pessle  (HAR)  139  (nee Edelstein)  wife of Bernhard Stein (grave 120)

STEIN  Reiz  (HAR)  041  (nee Neuburger) first wife of Hazzan Hirz Sternberger

STERN  Hirla  (HAR)  185  wife of Jakob Hess Stern
STERN  Hirsch  (HAR)  234  unmarried, parents so far unknown
STERN  Jochebet  (HAR)  113  daughter of teacher Samson Stern (grave 189) + wife Gale
STERN  Samson  (HAR)  189  son of Isaak Stern
STERN  Samuel  (HAR)  141  husband of Jette nee Sulzmann
STERN  Wolf  (HAR)  062  husband of Tolz/Therese nee Weinschenk

STERNBERGER  Beier  (HAR)  243  daughter of Hirz + Judith Sternberger in Moenchsdeggingen
STERNBERGER  Jitel  (DEG)  222  (nee Neuburger) second wife of Hazzan Hirz Sternberger
STERNBERGER  Zipora  (DEG)  044  (nee Neuburger) first wife of Hazzan Hirz Sternberger

STERNGLANZ  Breindel  (EDE)  167  (nee Isarbeck)  wife of Abraham Sternglanz
STERNGLANZ  Chaia  (EDE)  137  daughter of Seligmann + Nanette Sternglanz
STERNGLANZ  Moses  (EDE)  136  son of David + Chaia Sternglanz

ULRICH  Kehla  (HAR)  227  (nee Guggenheimer)  wife of Marx Ulrich (grave 063)
ULRICH  Marx  (HAR)  063  husband of Kela nee Guggenheimer (grave 227)
ULRICH  Samuel  (HAR)  046  son of Urias Ulrich (grave 047) + second wife Juetel
ULRICH  Urias Isaak  (HAR)  047  father of Samuel Ulrich (grave 047) + Marx Ulrich (grave 063)

WALDMANN  Laemle  (HAR)  070  son of Wolf Isak + Pesle Waldmann

WALLSTEIN  Lea  (EDE)  170  wife of Hazzan Salomon Wallstein

WASSERMANN  Elkan  (HAR)  039  husband of Regina (grave 035)
WASSERMANN  Kindel  (HAR)  036  (nee Neuburger)  wife of Maier Elkan Wassermann
WASSERMANN  Maier David  (HAR)  038  husband of Feile
WASSERMANN  Regina  (HAR)  025  daughter of Israel Elkan + Fanny Wassermann
WASSERMANN  Regina  (HAR)  035  second wife of Court Jew Elkan Wassermann (grave 039)

WEIL  Adolf  (from Munich)  175  son of Paulus Jakob + Rosa Weil
WEIL  Isaac  (from Binswangen)  112  father-in-law of Emanuel Berolzheimer (grave 111)

WEILER  Miriam  (EDE)  006  first wife of Jakob Weiler (grave 012)
WEILER  Jakob Hirsch  (EDE)  012  husband of Miriam Weiler (grave 006)

WEINBACH  David  (HAR)  078  son of Gabriel Hirsch + Kehla Weinbach (grave 099)
WEINBACH  David  (HAR)  269  child of Gabriel Hirsch + Karoline Weinbach
WEINBACH  Fanni  (HAR)  245  (nee Berliner) wife of Hazzan Loeb Michael Weinbach (grave 244)
WEINBACH  Gabriel Hirsch  (HAR)  099  husband of Kehla nee Hausmann (grave 228)
WEINBACH  Gale  (HAR)  079  wife of Isaac David Weinbach
WEINBACH  Gutel  (HAR)  008  daughter of Isaac David + Gale Weinbach
WEINBACH  Jakob Hirsch  (HAR)  080  husband of Malka nee Kohm
WEINBACH  Klara  (HAR)  186  daughter of Gabriel Hirsch + Kehla Weinbach (graves 099 + 228)
WEINBACH  Kehla  (HAR)  228  (nee Hausmann)  wife of Gabriel Hirsch Weinbach (grave 099)
WEINBACH  Loeb Michael  (HAR)  244  husband of Fanni nee Berliner (grave 245)
WEINBACH Rosalie (HAR) 261 child of Loeb Michael + Fanni Weinbach
WEINBACH Treinle (HAR) 100 daughter of David Loew Weinbach

WEISSMANN Maier Simon (HAR) 064 husband of Koehle/Karoline nee Springer (grave 065)
WEISSMANN Koehle (HAR) 065 (nee Springer) wife of Maier Simon Weissmann (grave 064)
WEISSMANN Breindel (HAR) 098 daughter of Maier Simon + Koehle/Karoline Weissmann